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26 November 2002

Mrs Percy Ma
Clerk to LegCo Panel on Administration of
 Justice and Legal Services
Legislative Council
Legislative Council Building
8 Jackson Road
Central
Hong Kong

Dear Mrs Ma

Re : Legal Practitioners (Risk Management Education) Rules

Please find enclosed for the assistance of the Panel a copy of the latest draft of the Legal
Practitioners (Risk Management Education) Rules (“Rules”).

The Rules govern the implementation of a mandatory risk education programme for all solicitors,
trainee solicitors and registered foreign lawyers employed in Hong Kong solicitors’ firms.

The purpose of developing a risk management education programme is to enhance the level of
professional competency in firms of solicitors with a view to reducing errors and omissions in
their practices in the interest of the public. With the enhancement in professional competency, it
is hoped that it will achieve a reduction of claims against the Professional Indemnity Scheme,
thereby also benefiting the legal profession as a whole.

The risk management education programme is divided into core courses and elective courses. In
the first year when the requirement to undertake the risk management education programme
applies to the practitioners, they will have to complete the core course.

In each subsequent practice year, the participants will have to complete a minimum of 3 hours of
training in elective courses. Alternatively, the participants can elect to complete a minimum of 6
hours of such training in every 2 consecutive practice years.



1. Implementation timetable

Principals

It is proposed that the Rules shall apply to all principals of solicitors’ firms in Hong Kong
from 1 January 2003. The principals will be divided into 2 tranches based on their
admission dates.

The first tranche (admitted on or after 15 September 1990) will come under the Rules
from 1 January 2003 and be required to complete the core course for principals by 31
December 2003, that is, within a period of 12 months. The second tranche (admitted
before 15 September 1990) will come under the Rules from 1 January 2004 and be
required to complete the core course for principals by 31 December 2004.

This proposal is aimed at spreading the number of principals (estimated to be over 1,800)
over the 2-year period from 1 January 2003 to 31 December 2004 to complete the 16-
hour core course for principals.

Non-principal solicitors

It is proposed that the non-principal solicitors will also be divided into 2 tranches to make
delivery of the course more manageable. On the basis of the present data, there are about
2,400 non-principal solicitors. The Rules will apply to the first tranche (admitted on or after 9
May 1998) from 1 November 2004. They will be required to complete the core course for
non-principals by 31 October 2005. The second tranche (admitted before 9 May 1998) will
come under the Rules from 1 November 2005 and will be required to complete the core
course for non-principals by 31 October 2006.

Trainee Solicitors / Foreign Lawyers

The Rules shall apply to trainee solicitors and foreign lawyers working in solicitors’
firms in Hong Kong from 1 November 2006. They will be required to complete the core
course for non-principals by 31 October 2007.

  
2. Two types of core courses

The Rules have divided the core course into two types, one for the principals and the
other for the non-principal categories (i.e. solicitors, trainee solicitors, registered foreign
lawyers). The core course for the principals (“principal’s core course”) will be more
intensive than the non-principals’ core course (“general core course”).

When a solicitor becomes a partner, he will be required to complete the more intensive
principal’s core course even though he may have completed the general core course.

Nevertheless, if a solicitor has completed the principal’s core course while he was a
partner and he subsequently ceases being a partner and starts working as an assistant
solicitor, he will not be required to complete the general core course. He can proceed to
complete the elective courses.



3. One-off  course

The Rules have expressly provided that the principal’s core course and the general core
course are one-off courses. Those who have attended them are not required to take them
again.

4. Suspension

The requirement to undertake training in risk management education in a practice year
shall be suspended:

(a) if the total period for which the Rules have applied to a solicitor, a trainee
solicitor or a foreign lawyer of a Hong Kong firm is less than 100 days in the
practice year; or

(b) where the total period for which the Rules have applied to a solicitor, a trainee
solicitor or a foreign lawyer of a Hong Kong firm is 100 days or more in the
practice year, if he has been absent from work as a result of illness, or out of
Hong Kong, for a single continuous period amounting to 75% or more of the
period when the Rules are applicable to him in the practice year.

5. Providers of the risk management education courses

The Rules empower the Society to authorise another person or organisation to conduct
the risk management education courses. It is the intention of the Society to engage
external providers. Tenders have been issued and bids are under consideration. It is
expected that the core course for principals will be ready for launching in early 2003.

The draft Rules have been approved by the Council of the Law Society, and the Department of
Justice has been requested to issue the blues.

The Chief Justice has approved in principle the introduction of the Rules. When the blues are
available, they will be sent to the Chief Justice for his signature. They are expected to be gazetted
in early December.

Yours sincerely

Heidi Chu
Assistant Director
Regulation and Guidance

c.c. Mrs Margaret Hill
Director of Standards and Development

Mr Patrick Moss
Secretary General, Law Society 64094


























